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LOOK  AT  THE   PICTURES

Do you know them ?

Usain Bolt Michael Phelps
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After we have studied the unit , we will be able to 

 Narrate incidents and events in logical sequence.
 Participate in conversation,discussions and debates.
 Answer the following questions.
 Solve flow chart.
 Fill the gaps.



 Reflect

 Performance

 Curtain Screen

To think carefully
& deeply .

To act something.

KEY WORDS



Memorable

 Addition

 Apart

Remembering

A new part

Divided

 Athletes Sportsman



 Decorated

 Career

 Definition

 Standout

Having medal
for success.

Future

A clear example
of a thing .

Very exceptional



 Sprinter

 Olympian

 Captivate

 Dominate

A person who runs

A participant in
Olympic games

Attractive

To play much better
than others.



 Cement

 Legacy

 Gymnast

 Finale

To establish

Position

A person who plays
in the sports.

The last part of
a show .



 Pool

 Track

 Accomplished

 Unprecedented

Where swimming 
takes place

From where running 
starts

Very good at a
particular thing.

Never done



 Relay

 Record

 Retire

 Amazing

A race between teams

The best result.

To stop doing one’s job

Very surprising .



2. Ques. How are Phelps & Bolt brilliantly similar & different ?

3. Ques. Between these two Olympians who has bagged the highest honour
within the same time frame ?

4. Ques. What is special in Bolt so far ?

5. Ques. How does Bolt evaluate himself ?

1. Ques. What makes LONDON Olympic 2012 exceptionally sensational ?

1. Ans: Performances of Phelps & Bolt make London Olympic 2012 exceptionally sensational .

2. Ans: They both are the most shinning stars in international games & sports. In this sense , they are similar . 
But Phelps has declared to retire from race. On the other hand , Bolt is only 25 years old.

3. Ans: Bolt has bagged the highest honour within the same time frame .

4. Ans: Bolt wins six gold medals in six Olympic finals. This is his speciality.

5. Ans: Bolt evaluates himself as a legend .

INDIVIDUAL WORK



The greatest 
swimmer ever

An American , the 
highest Olympic 
medal winner

The most decorated 
Olympian ever

One of the most 
dominating figures 
in Beijing Olympic 
2008

One of the 
youngest sprinters 
in the world

Six gold medals 
winner in six Olympic 
finals

The fastest man in 
the world

The most 
successful 
sprinter 

Michael Phelps

Usain Bolt



These are the stories of two most successful Olympians of the history .While one is famous

as the fastest --------------, the other as the fastest ------------ of the world . However, both are 

Unparalleled for their  ------------- in their own field . They made history in the Beijing -------------.

They have made newer --------------- in the London Olympics too . They are the living -------------

now . Though Phelps has ------------- from his race , Bolt has prospects to ------------- himself

In the next Olympic as well . After the ------------ show on earth is over in London , this --------

Will go on- who is better . Only time will ----------- this question .

swimmer sprinter

debate

speed Olympics

retired

legendshistories

prove

answer

biggest

GROUP WORK
 Fill in the blanks with given clues in your text



THANK YOU
SEE  YOU

TOMORROW


